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Welcome to The Aztlander !
Jam-packed with Scholarly Focus articles and up-coming zoom and in-person events!

The Aztlander is a free-flowing, hyperactive on-line publication designed with
you in mind. Easy-to-read, with no formal contents; our cover design and highlight color

will change each month. We welcome your feedback, comments, and suggestions!    

Contact Michael Ruggeri at this hyperlink: michaelruggeri@mac.com
or Jim Reed at this hyperlink: mayaman@bellsouth.net

If you are not already, let us know that you want to become an Aztlander subscriber!

Together,
we have you

covered...
Enjoy!

Our March 10 zoom event will feature Dr. Michael E. Smith with a program titled:
“At Home with the Aztecs: An Archaeologist Uncovers Their Daily Life”

The lives of the Aztec people lay buried for five centuries until
my excavations in Mexico brought them to light. My wife and I

uncovered a remarkable series of prosperous ancient communities 
composed of families with a high quality of life. At Home with the Aztecs 

tells three stories: (1) How archaeological fieldwork is conducted in
Mexico; (2) What it was like raising our daughters on our digs; and,

(3) How I pieced together the information from artifact fragments
in ancient trash heaps to create a picture of

successful ancient communities that have lessons for us today.
Dr. Michael E. Smith is one of the leading international authorities

on the Aztecs, with extensive experience excavating at Aztec
sites. He also works on the comparative analysis of cities and

communities before the modern era. See more on the next page!

This month, our cover design features a stylized image
of Aztec daily life: detail of a mural by Regina Raúll titled
“Paisaje Mexica”, 1964, National Museum of Anthropology,
Mexico City. The original photo taken inside the museum 

is by Ian Mursell of mexicolore.co.uk Later on in this issue, 
we’ve re-published parts of the online article by Katherine 
Ashenburg that this image appeared in. Thank you, Ian!

Our April 25 zoom event will feature Dr. Michael W. Love with a program titled:
“Early Mesoamerican Cities: Urbanism and Urbanization in the Preclassic Period”

Michael Love is a Professor in the Anthropology department at California 
State University – Northridge. He just released a book, edited by he and 

Julia Guersey; the same title as his program. The cover image is courtesy 
of Francisco Estrada-Belli and PACUNAM. Michael’s principal interests

are in Mesoamerica, the development of social complexity, and household
archaeology. His research to date has concentrated on the Pacific coast

region of Guatemala and investigating the early complex societies
found there during the Preclassic period. 

See more about Dr. Love’s program on the 24th page of this PDF.

mailto:michaelruggeri%40mac.com?subject=
mailto:mayaman%40bellsouth.net?subject=
https://www.mexicolore.co.uk/aztecs/


Thursday, March 10, 2022 • 8 pm ET • 7 pm CT
The Aztlander Zoom:     Michael E. Smith*

Our March 10 zoom event will feature Dr. Michael E. Smith with a program titled:
“At Home with the Aztecs: An Archaeologist Uncovers Their Daily Life”

Access and bookmark this zoom hyperlink:  At Home with the Aztecs

*Michael E. Smith is one of the leading international authorities on the Aztecs, with
extensive experience excavating at Aztec sites. He is an archaeologist with two research
themes: (1) The Aztecs, Teotihuacan, and other societies in ancient central Mexico, and, 
(2) comparative urbanism. He has directed fieldwork projects at numerous sites in the 
provinces of the Aztec empire in central Mexico. His fieldwork focuses on the excavation 
of houses and the study of daily life. He has published seven books and numerous 
scholarly articles on the Aztecs; his books include the award-winning “At Home with 
the Aztecs” (2016), the textbook, “The Aztecs”  (3rd edition, 2012), “Aztec City-State 
Capitals” (2008), and “Rethinking the Aztec Economy” (co-edited by Nichols, Berdan 
& Smith, 2017). He  now focuses on the study of urban life, society, inequality and 
prosperity at the ancient city of Teotihuacan.
 Smith’s second major theme – comparative and transdisciplinary research on urbanism – has 
developed since his arrival at ASU in 2005. By analyzing ancient cities using concepts and methods from 
contemporary urban studies, Smith is exploring the similarities and differences among cities throughout history 
and around the world. Neighborhoods, wealth inequality, the provision of urban services, and patterns of 
scaling regularities are among the few urban universals, and Smith is part of several transdisciplinary research 
groups addressing these topics, These include an informal working group at ASU and the Santa Fe Institute 
to determine whether the regularities of urban and settlement scaling (worked out for contemporary cities) 
also apply to ancient cities. This project investigates cities and urbanism at the most fundamental level: the
interactions among people in built environments. Smith also publishes on comparative empires, economies, 
and systems of social inequality. Smith’s teaching focuses on Mesoamerican archaeology, comparative
urbanism, and archaeological method and theory. See his research on academia.edu here: Michael E Smith

Are you enjoying this issue of The Aztlander? Be among the first to get it!
Become an Aztlander subscriber to receive each monthly issue in your inbox. It's free!

Let Jim Reed know by copying and pasting his email address into the “To:” line of an email,
or by clicking on the hyperlink on page 2 of this PDF... Jim Reed:  mayaman@bellsouth.net

Or let Michael Ruggeri know by copying and pasting his email address into the “To:” line of an email,
or by clicking on the hyperlink on page 2 of this PDF... Mike Ruggeri:  michaelruggeri@mac.com

At Home with the Aztecs provides a fresh view of Aztec society, focusing on households 
and communities instead of kings, pyramids, and human sacrifice. This new approach 
offers an opportunity to humanize the Aztecs, moving past the popular stereotype of

sacrificial maniacs to demonstrate that these were successful and prosperous communities.
Michael Smith engagingly describes the scientific, logistic and personal dimensions of 

archaeological fieldwork, drawing on decades of excavating experience and considering 
how his research was affected by his interaction with contemporary Mexican communities.  
Through first-hand accounts of the ways archaeologists interpret sites and artifacts, the 

book illuminates how the archaeological process can bring ancient families and communities 
to light. Smith’s research also redefines success, prosperity and resilience in ancient

societies. Michael’s zoom will be suitable not only for those interested in the Aztecs but
in the examination of resilient households and communities across space and time.

Michael E. Smith

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89217088066?pwd=RGNSeFZ6bjlhSFFSSHo2UHlZMmpJQT09
https://asu.academia.edu/MichaelESmith
mailto:mayaman@bellsouth.net
mailto:michaelruggeri@mac.com


Why I Dig Aztec Kitchen Trash: While Most Archaeologists Hunt for 
Pyramids and Palaces, I’m Fascinated by the Detritus of Ordinary Life

continued on next page

Aztlander Scholarly Focus:     Michael E. Smith

Students and project participants sorting and
cataloging ceramic artifacts. Photo by Michael E. Smith.

by Michael E. Smith
from “Zócalo Public Square”, and Arizona State 
University Knowledge Enterprise connecting
people to ideas and each other. The original
article appears here: Aztec Kitchen Trash

For years, I was too embarrassed to admit how 
I first got interested in the Aztecs and Mayas. 
Now, as an archaeologist who has directed
excavations at Aztec sites for decades, I can 
come clean. In college, I read a book of fringe 
historical ideas claiming that when the lost
civilization of Atlantis sank into the sea, its
people set off in boats, made it to Mexico, and 
gave birth to the ancestors of Aztecs and Maya. 
I thought this was the coolest tale. I dropped my 
majors in music and math, and started taking 
classes in anthropology and archaeology. By
the time I realized how silly the Atlantis story 
was, I was already hooked. I jumped at an
opportunity to do archaeological fieldwork one 
summer in central Mexico. 
 At first it was a lark, an undergraduate 
adventure, but I quickly fell in love – with the 
country, the people, the food, the music, and – 
of course – the archaeology. I often marvel at 
how a schlocky choice of leisure reading began 
a lifetime of involvement with Mexico. I also
marvel at the irony of being seduced by such 
fantastical theories, when my lifetime connection 
to Mexico became focused on everyday life – 
that of the Aztecs I was studying, as well as
my own family’s.
 I married an archaeologist, and our 
daughters April and Heather spent much of
their childhood in Mexico. My wife Cindy and
I decided that Cuernavaca, about a two-hour 
drive south of Mexico City, would be a good 
base for fieldwork. It’s a modern city with
good schools and hospitals. The fact that it
was a gorgeous city (“La ciudad de la eterna 
primavera,” or “city of eternal springtime”) didn’t 
hurt. Most important, there were numerous
Aztec-period peasant villages in the area
I could excavate.

 My choice puzzled many colleagues. 
Archaeology in Mexico has traditionally
focused on the big ruins – Teotihuacan, Monte 
Albán, Chichen Itza. “Aztecs” equal pyramids 
and palaces to most people. Indeed, one such 
site – Teopanzolco – was literally in the middle 
of Cuernavaca. But I wanted to figure out what 
life was like for Aztec farmers and other com-
moners. Most written sources on Aztec history 
– texts by Spanish friars and native historians – 
deal exclusively with kings and nobles, the
one percent of Aztec society. What about the 
99 percent? Instead of searching for pyramids
and tombs, I sought out the crumbled remains 
of small adobe houses. I excavated trash 
heaps of broken cooking pots and kitchen 
knives. (We archaeologists who study ancient 
households are obsessed with trash, because 
it is our window into daily life).
 However boring or ordinary it seems,
my unorthodox focus on villages and kitchen 
trash yielded big results. It contradicted some 
longstanding assumptions, including the notion 
that average Aztecs, oppressed by nobles, 
lived in abject poverty and had few choices in 
life. The people who lived in these sites were 
fairly well off. They had many imported items 
in their homes, and they owned goods in the 

https://www.zocalopublicsquare.org/2016/01/25/why-i-dig-aztec-kitchen-trash/ideas/nexus/


continued on next page

Why I Dig Aztec Kitchen Trash  by Michael E. Smith continued 
latest styles of Aztec society.
 The Aztec communities that we
excavated – often digging in people’s
backyards – had been prosperous and
successful, something I hadn’t anticipated
Indeed, these ancient farmers devised an
economy based on local resources, one that 
operated at a small scale yet linked to broader 
realms through trade and exchange of
knowledge. That is, the Aztecs had discovered 
the sustainability principles of “deep economy” 
long before Bill McKibben wrote a book about
it. A house-by-house census written in the
Aztec language (Nahuatl) provided the final
clue to their success: These farmers belonged 
to a kind of community council called a calpolli, 
which gave them freedom to farm and live as 
they wished, without kings and nobles bossing 
them around.
 Meanwhile, my family’s everyday life
was also enriched by the Aztecs. We adopted 
Mexico as a second home. We would pile
our tools, gear, and April and Heather into
the car every year for the drive from Arizona to 
Cuernavaca. Sometimes we went for a semester 
or a year; we almost always spent the summer. 
Cindy and I did fieldwork or studied artifacts in 
the lab, and the girls went to school or played 
with friends in the neighborhood.
 We always boiled water for drinking,
cooking, washing fresh vegetables, and
brushing teeth. Boiling water was a big deal
in our daily routine, taking up hours of stove
time every day. But although we lectured the 
girls about clean water and contamination,
April and Heather both went through a period
of nearly constant intestinal ailments – from
simple diarrhea to amoebic dysentery. We
became close to our neighborhood pediatrician. 
I recall carrying 5-year-old Heather down the 
street to the doctor because she was too sick 
and dehydrated to walk. Many years later, after 
they were grown, the girls made a devastating 
confession that clarified a lot: “We used to drink 
water from the garden hose with our friends.” 
You know, because they weren’t supposed
to do so.
 While in Mexico, our girls experienced 
extremes of poverty and wealth they didn’t

Wall foundations of Aztec peasant houses the author
excavated at the site of Capilco. Photo by Michael E. Smith.

see in our middle-class American life. The
laborers in our excavations were campesinos 
or farmers from a nearby village. Cindy and
I got to know families in one village quite
well, and we became compadres with several
couples: We formed very close, if formal,
social bonds with parents and sponsored
their children, either in religious sacraments 
(baptism or confirmation) or in more secular 
activities (graduation from sixth grade). 
 We bought the bride’s dress for one 
wedding, we paid for the band at another.
April and Heather had many friends there
and witnessed humble rural life first-hand – 
sleeping in an adobe house with a dirt floor, 
for example, and being awakened in the 

Broken flutes from domestic trash piles. Every house 
had musical instruments. Photo by Michael E. Smith.



The author’s daughter Heather and her neighborhood 
pals heading to day camp in the author’s truck.

Photo by Michael E. Smith.

morning by pigs trying to push the door in.
 Mexico’s affluent also inhabited a world 
we’d never before experienced. Once our girls 
were old enough, we enrolled them in a private 
school in Cuernavaca, the Instituto Oxford. 
The tuition put a big dent in our income, and I 
think we may have been the poorest family at 
the school. April and Heather let us know that 
we were the only ones at the school without 
servants. The girls’ friends from school lived in 
mansions nestled behind security gates and 
graced with pools and tennis courts. Maids 
cleaned up after sleepover parties. Their
parents spoke both Spanish and English
and regularly flew to Texas to shop.
 But regardless of class divides, Mexico 
warmly embraced my family, and provided all
of us with a wealth of experiences, in addition 
to a rich culture and a second language. I’m 
eternally grateful I picked up that book so many 
years ago, in search of Atlantis. Fruitful quests, 
and inspiration, can often be sparked by the 
most seemingly inconsequential of choices.

Our time in Mexico taught us that both
archaeology and family benefitted greatly
from a focus on everyday surprises.

Why I Dig Aztec Kitchen Trash  by Michael E. Smith continued 

Winner, 2017 award for Best Popular Book, Society for American Archaeology
The lives of the Aztec people lay buried for five

centuries until my excavations in Mexico brought
them to light. My wife and I uncovered a remarkable 
series of prosperous ancient communities composed

of families with a high quality of life.
At Home with the Aztecs tells three stories:

(1) How archaeological fieldwork is conducted in
Mexico; (2) What it was like raising our daughters
on our digs; and, (3) How we pieced together the

information from artifact fragments in ancient trash 
heaps to create a picture of successful ancient

communities that have lessons for us today.
Dr. Michael E. Smith is Professor of Archaeology

at Arizona State University, and Director of the ASU
Teotihuacan Research Laboratory. He is one of the 
leading Aztec specialists today, and also conducts 
comparative research on cities through the ages.

He has published twelve books and numerous
articles on his research.

Editor’s note: Michael is offering Aztlanders 
a reduced rate. I procured my own copy; 

get yours here now: Aztecs Daily Life 

https://www.amazon.com/At-Home-Aztecs-Archaeologist-Uncovers/dp/1138100749


Alice Beck Kehoe is well-known within the 
field of American archaeology for questioning 
orthodoxy and challenging the traditional
white male perspective on other cultures,
past and present. She has published seventeen
books, along with four co-edited volumes.
One of her books has had three editions
and two others a second edition, plus
numerous articles and professional papers. 
Several of her books are texts widely used
in anthropological courses. Teaching thousands 
of undergraduates honed her ability to present 
ideas in direct, lively prose and to use stories 
and anecdotes that prick readers’ unconscious 
biases. Her memoir, Girl Archaeologist:
Sisterhood in a Sexist Profession, (see
next page) is a story not only of a woman’s 
persistence in a scientific field but of
speaking truth to power.
 Alice Beck Kehoe is a feminist
anthropologist and archaeologist. She has done
considerable field research among Native 
American peoples in the northern plains of the 

Scholarly Focus: Let’s get to know   Alice Beck Kehoe

Alice Beck Kehoe

continued on next page

US and Canada, and
has authored research
volumes on Native
American archaeology
and Native American
history. She is also the
author of several general
anthropology and
archaeology textbooks.
 She attended
Barnard College and
Harvard University, from
which she received her
PhD in Anthropology.
While a student at Barnard, she was influenced
by James Ford, Gordon Ekholm, and Junius Bird; 
she worked summers at the American Museum
of Natural History Anthropology Department. 
Many of her influences have been colleagues 
such as David H. Kelley, Jane Kelley, Jennifer 
Brown, Robert L. Hall, George F. Carter and his 
students Stephen C. Jett and Carl Johannesen.

Written in collaboration with Blackfoot tribal
historians and educators, Amskapi Pikuni
portrays a strong native nation fighting for
two centuries against domination by Anglo
invaders. The Blackfeet endured bungling,
corrupt, and drunken agents; racist school-
teachers; and a federal Indian Bureau that
failed to disburse millions of dollars owed to
the tribe. Located on a reservation in Montana
cut and cut again to give land to white
ranchers, the Blackfeet adapted to complete
loss of their staple food, bison – a collapse
of what had been a sustainable economy
throughout their history. Despite all of these
challenges, the nation held to its values and continues to proudly preserve their culture.
A note on names:
Aamsskaapi-piikani, usually spelled Amskapi Pikuni, are the Southern Pikuni, spelled Piegan in 
English. The United States government officially terms them Blackfeet, the Blackfeet Tribe on the 
Blackfeet Indian Reservation. Anthropologists use Blackfoot, as do the Canadian government and 
the Canadian First Nations descended from Blackfoot alliance groups who remained north of the
49th parallel. Amskapi Pikuni using English generally refer to their nation as Blackfeet or Peigan.
   Editor’s note: I procured my own copy; get yours soon at this hyperlink: The Blackfeet People

The cover image features
a photo by Alice Kehoe of
the “Scouts” sculpture by

Jay Labre, at the northern
highway entrance to the 

Blackfeet Reservation.

Amskapi Piknui: The Blackfeet People,
by Alice Beck Kehoe and Clark Wissler. 

Published by State University
of New York Press, Albany.

ISBN 978-1-4384-4334-8 (p);
ISBN 978-1-4383-4335-5 (hc).

https://www.amazon.com/Amskapi-Pikuni-Blackfeet-Clark-Wissler-dp-143844334X/dp/143844334X/ref=mt_other?_encoding=UTF8&me=&qid=1644466044


satisfied the item represents actual runic writing
by members of a Scandinavian fur-trading
expedition to North America in the 14th century.
 Her interpretation of the Kensington 
Runestone convinced Kehoe of a different 
North American history than what is widely 
taught in schools. She states:
 “It has been conventional to treat
American history as if it were identical with
United States history. Such a myopic view
cuts students off from the context in which the 
United States developed, a larger history that 
will not go away. America’s history begins
some fourteen thousand years ago ... Invading 
Europeans met no wilderness, but landscapes 
and resources rendered through millennia
of human actions.”
 In her many years of teaching and
writing, Kehoe has emphasized the importance 
of critical thinking in looking at anthropology, 
archaeology, and history, particularly as it
pertains to Native America. She speaks of the 
“limited and biased archaeological record” of 
the Americas and of how many archaeologists 
were molded by preconceptions of ancient
Amerindians having been “savage” or
“primitive” and incapable of having “real”
civilizations in European terms. Kehoe minces 
few words in her distaste for such tunnel-
visioned attitudes, stating, for example, “...the 
massive mounds of the Midwest, most of them 
larger than any prehistoric mounds in Europe, 
could not be accommodated in a scenario of 
virgin wilderness inhabited by Men-Brutes...”
 “The history of American archaeology...
is a remarkable example of post-hoc
objectification of the doctrine of Manifest
Destiny. From its inception, American
archaeology has been politically charged,
legitimating domination of North America by 
capitalists imbued with British bourgeois culture.”
 In 2016, Kehoe was honored by the 
Plains Anthropological Association with its 
Distinguished Service Award for her “enduring 
work in Anthropology and Archaeology of the 
Great Plains” (wording on plaque presented
to Kehoe). continued on next page

Scholarly Focus: Let’s get to know   Alice Beck Kehoe
 Kehoe taught at the University of
Nebraska – Lincoln before teaching at
Marquette University, from which she retired
in 2000 as professor emeritus. She resides
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Kehoe has held
offices with the American Anthropological
Association (AAA), and was president
of the Central States Anthropological
Society (CSAS).
 Kehoe has studied many aspects
of Native America and is a strong believer
in the theoretical link between the native
American southeastern U.S. and Mesoamerica. 
Her principal area of interest is the archaeology
and cultures of the northwestern plains of
the U.S. While searching for an ethnographic 
research topic for her dissertation, she
happened upon the Saskatchewan Dakota 
New Tidings Ghost Dance. Kehoe has worked 
many years with the Blackfeet of the Blackfeet 
Indian Reservation, an Algonquian Native 
American group of Browning, Montana,
with whom she visits each year to learn their 
history and culture. She has studied Native 
American spiritual healers (“medicine people”) 
and worked with Piakwutch, “an elderly
deeply respected Cree man who served his 
Saskatchewan Cree community.”  She has
also worked among Native Americans of
Bolivia at Lake Titicaca, where she chewed 
coca leaves with Native women of the region.
 Kehoe has taken some contrarian or 
controversial positions throughout her career. 
One of the original proponents of feminist 
archaeology, she coedited with Sarah Milledge 
Nelson one of the first collections of feminist 
archaeology papers, Powers of Observation in 
1990. She is one of the few in the field with an 
expansive view of pre-Columbian transoceanic 
contacts, summarized in her book Traveling 
Prehistoric Seas. This interest led to her
meeting Richard Nielsen, who asked her to 
advise on archaeological aspects while testing
the Kensington Runestone of Minnesota. 
Though a majority of relevant scholars have 
concluded the Runestone is a 19th Century 
hoax, nevertheless there remains a community
convinced of the stone’s authenticity. Kehoe is

continued from the previous page



Girl Archaeologist recounts Alice Kehoe’s life, begun in an era very
different from the twenty-first century in which she retired as an
honored elder archaeologist. She persisted against entrenched
patriarchy in her childhood, at Harvard University, and as she did
fieldwork with her husband in the northern plains. A senior male
professor attempted to quash Kehoe’s career by raping her. Her
Harvard professors refused to allow her to write a dissertation in
archaeology. Universities paid her less than her male counterparts.
Her husband refused to participate in housework or childcare. Working
in archaeology and in the histories of American First Nations, Kehoe
published a series of groundbreaking books and articles. Although
she was denied a conventional career, through her unconventional
breadth of research and her empathy with First Nations people she
gained a wide circle of collaborators and colleagues. Throughout her
career Kehoe found and fostered a sisterhood of feminists – strong,
bright women archaeologists, anthropologists, and ethnohistorians
who have been essential to the field. Girl Archaeologist is the story of
how one woman pursued a professional career in a male-dominated
field during a time of great change in American middle-class
expectations for women.
Alice Beck Kehoe is a professor of anthropology emeritus at Marquette University. She is
the author of seventeen books and four co-edited volumes, including North American Indians: 
A Comprehensive Account, The Land of Prehistory: A Critical History of American Archaeology, 
Amskapi Pikuni: The Blackfeet People, and North America Before the European Invasions.

Scholarly Focus: Let’s get to know   Alice Beck Kehoe
continued from the previous page

This Alice Kehoe’s memoir was published by 
University of Nebraska Press.

ISBN 978-1-4962-2936-6 (PB);
ISBN 978-1-4962-3109-3 (EPUB);
ISBN 978-1-4962-3110-9 (eBook).

The book is available now on the University of 
Nebraska Press website: Girl Archaeologist

Use Code 6AS21 for a 40% discount.

Girl Archaeologist by Alice Beck Kehoe

“Alice Kehoe’s Girl Archaeologist is a triumph. Piercing, funny, and heartbreaking all at once,
the story of Kehoe’s grit and perseverance in the face of rampant sexism will keep you glued.”

– Becky Cooper, author of We Keep the Dead Near Us and Senior Fellow
at Brandeis’s Schuster Institute for Investigative Reporting

“Alice Kehoe is a living legend in archaeology. Despite the odds, Kehoe created space
in a sexist field and society that long devalued and denigrated women. In this valuable memoir,

particularly in our era of #MeToo, she digs deep with self-reflection and searing honesty
to survey her struggles and breakthrough achievements. There are lessons for everyone

in Kehoe’s life story, persevering through it all with unbroken tenacity.”
– Chip Colwell, Editor, SAPIENS, author of Plundered Skulls and Stolen Spirits:

Inside the Fight to Reclaim Native America’s Culture

“Girl Archaeologist is everything that Alice Beck Kehoe is – witty and irreverent while
at the same time touching, honest, and open. An easy read, this book is necessary

for anyone interested in archaeology’s less-than-welcoming history, especially in light
of today’s calls for social justice, inclusion, and equity.”

– Joe Watkins, PhD, RPA #10119; Senior Consultant, Archaeological and Cultural Education
Consultants; LLC Treasurer, The Heritage Education Network; Designated Campus Colleague, 

School of Anthropology, University of Arizona; Research Associate, Center for Ainu
and Indigenous Studies, Hokkaido University

Alice Kehoe will be our Aztlander zoom presenter on Friday, April 8 !

https://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/nebraska/9781496229366/


Clean Aztecs, Dirty Spanish
Aztlander Scholarly Focus:    Katherine Ashenburg*

Many things about Aztec civilization amazed the 
Spanish Conquistadores, including their inten-
sive, highly productive agricultural system of 
chinampas or “floating gardens” (at top right), 
and the size and sophistication of their great city 
Tenochtitlan (at right). At a time in Europe when 
street cleaning was almost non-existent and 
people emptied their overflowing chamber pots 
into the streets as a matter of course, the Aztecs 
employed a thousand public service cleaners to 
sweep and water their streets daily, built public 
toilets in every neighbourhood, and transported 
human waste in canoes for use as fertilizer.
 While London was still drawing its drinking 
water from the polluted River Thames as late as 
1854, the Aztecs supplied their capital city with 
fresh water from the nearby hill of Chapultepec 
by means of two aqueducts, the first built by 
Netzahualcóyotl between 1466 and 1478, the 
second some 20 years later by the ruler Ahuitzotl. 
The symbolic importance of water to the Aztecs 
is clear from their (metaphorical) word for “city” – 
altepetl which means literally “water-mountain”
in Náhuatl.
 But probably nothing seemed more
bizarre to the Spaniards than the Aztec attitude
to personal hygiene. In a word, they valued 
cleanliness. The conquistador Andres de Tapia 
reported, in a tone of wonder, that Montezuma 
bathed twice a day. He did, but there was nothing 
extraordinary about that for an Aztec, since
everybody, according to the Jesuit historia
Francisco Javier Clavijero, “bathed often, and many
of them every day” in the rivers, lakes or pools.

The city of Tenochtitlan. Painting by Luis Covarrubias, 
National Museum of Anthropology, Mexico City.

Some of the remaining “chinampas”, Xochimilco, near 
Mexico City. Inset: Katherine Ashenburg.

L) Copalxocotl (“soap-tree”), Badianus Manuscript (pl. 104);
C) Xiuhamolli (“soap plant”); Badianus Manuscript (pl. 11),
R) Xiuhamolli, Florentine Codex Book 11.

 They lacked true soap but made up
for it with the fruit of the copalxocotl, called the 
“soap-tree” by the Spanish, and the sticky root
of the xiuhamolli or “soap-plant” [Saponaria
Americana]; both gave a lather rich enough
to wash body and clothes. The encyclopedic 
Florentine Codex, written with Aztec informants 
      shortly after the Conquest, includes 
      a small illustration and description of 
      the amolli soap plant (at left): “It is long 
      and narrow like reeds. It has a shoot; 
      its flower is white. It is a cleanser. 
      The large, the thick [roots] remove 
      one’s hair, make one bald; the small,
      the slender ones are cleansers, a soap. 
      They wash, they cleanse, they remove 
      the filth.”
  Their documents also make 
      frequent mention of deodorants, 

continued on next page



Clean Aztecs, Dirty Spanish  by Katherine Ashenburg continued 
breath fresheners and dentifrices. (Spaniards of the time 
cleaned their teeth with urine.) As well as bathing in lakes and 
rivers, the Aztecs cleaned themselves – often daily – in low
sauna-like hot-houses. An external fire heated one of the walls 
to red-hot, and the bather threw water on the baking wall,
creating steam. As in a traditional Russian steam bath, the 
bathers could speed up perspiration by thrashing themselves 
with twigs and grasses. Almost every building had such a 
bath-house or temazcalli, used for medical treatments and 
ritual purifications as well as ordinary grooming (center right).
 As Jacques Soustelle has written: ‘A love of cleanliness 
seems to have been general throughout the population’: the 
Florentine Codex hints at the importance placed on personal 
hygiene in documenting the instructions given by an Aztec 
father to his daughter: “[In the morning] wash your face, wash 
your hands, clean your mouth... Listen to me, child: never 
make up your face nor paint it; never put red on your
mouth to look beautiful. Make-up and paint are things
that light women use – shameless creatures. If you
want your husband to love you, dress well, wash
yourself and wash your clothes.”
 Into this hygienically enlightened place thundered
the Spaniards. The 16th century was one of the dirtiest
periods in European history, and on top of that, the
Spaniards had their own unique distrust of cleanliness.
Europe in general had gone from a culture where
people enjoyed a regular trip to the town or
neighborhood bath-house to a culture that
shunned water as dangerous.
 The catalyst was the Black Death of 1347,
a plague that would ultimately kill at least one
out of every three Europeans. When Philippe VI
of France asked the medical faculty of the
University of Paris to pronounce on this terrifying
occurrence in 1348, they wrote that hot baths,

Washing hair: Florentine Codex, Book 2.

Aztec ‘temazcalli’ bathhouse: Codex Tudela folio 62r.

The Black Death. Illustration
from the Toggenburg Bible, 1411.

which created openings in the skin, allowed 
disease to enter the body. Bath-houses all over 
Europe were closed and for four or five hundred 
years people avoided water as much as possible. 
For those who wanted to think of themselves as 
clean, a fresh linen shirt for a man and a fresh 
chemise for a woman was considered safer and 
even more effective than water. Louis XIV of 
France only bathed twice in a long, athletic 
ife, but he was regarded as unusually “clean”
because he changed his linen shirt twice a day.
 The 16th-century Spaniards inherited
that pan-European fear of water, but they had 
an additional, peculiarly Spanish aversion to 
cleanliness. Like every other part of the Roman 
empire, they had had their own well-patronized 
bath-houses. But when the Visigoths conquered 
Spain in the 5th century, they scorned hot
baths as effeminate and weakening, and

continued on next page



Clean Aztecs, Dirty Spanish  by Katherine Ashenburg continued 

“Bed bugs and head lice” from Hortus Sanitatis, 
Strassburg, 1499.

they demolished the bath-houses. By the time
the Moors invaded the country in 711, the Spanish
had lost the old, bath-loving link. At that point, they 
saw the Moors’ well-washed ways as part of their 
heretical convictions, and their own dirtiness
as a Christian virtue. (Some early Christians had 
regarded cleanliness as a dangerous luxury, along 
with good food, wine, and sexual enjoyments, and 
tried to abstain from it; Spain continued in this
austere tradition longer than most.)
 Arab Spain sparkled with water, whether 
in fountains, pools or hundreds of bath-houses. 
Christians in the north of Spain, not under Arab 
rule, continued to revel in their squalor, washing 
“neither their bodies nor their clothes which they 
only remove when they fall into pieces,” according 
to a contemporary observer. The more their
Arab conquerors washed, the more suspicious, 
decadent and un-Christian the practice seemed
to the Spaniards, and their dislike endured
long after the Arabs had left.
 Richard Ford, a 19th-century English trav-
eller who knew Spain well, spoke for many when 
he connected a centuries-old Spanish distaste for 
washing with the Moorish occupation. He wrote:
“The mendicant Spanish monks, according to
their practice of setting up a directly antagonistic 
principle [to the Arabs], considered physical dirt
as the test of moral purity and true faith; and by 
dining and sleeping from year’s end to year’s end 
in the same unchanged woolen frock, arrived at 
the height of their ambition, according to their view 
of the odor of sanctity, the olor de santidad. This 
was a euphemism for ‘foul smell,’ but it came to 
represent Christian godliness, and many of the 
saints are pictured sitting in their own excrement.”
 Cardinal Jiménez de Cisneros, himself
a Franciscan – wrote Ford – persuaded King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella to close and
abolish the Moorish baths after their conquest
of Granada. They forbade not only the Christians 
but the Moors from using anything but holy water.
Fire, not water, became the grand element of
inquisitorial purification.
Getting back to the Aztecs
Imagine, then, the redolence of the conquistadores,
after weeks of close confinement in a ship, on 
arrival in a hot country. To make the contrast 
between the Spaniards and Aztecs even more 

Cardinal Cisneros; the ruins of the Moorish Baths
at Ronda.

stark, the Aztecs, being originally Asian, had 
many fewer merocrine glands than Westerners, 
and those are the glands that produce sweat. 
Asians will tell you that even a very clean
Westerner smells strong to an Asian nose, so 
the fragrance of the unwashed conquistadores 
must have been... impressive if not downright 
disgusting to the Aztecs. Small wonder that they 
responded by fumigating the Spaniards with
incense as they approached. The Spaniards 
took it as an honour, but for the Aztecs it
was a practical necessity.
Katherine Ashenburg is a prize-winning non-fiction
author, lecturer and journalist. Her latest book, 
The Dirt on Clean, is a social history of Western 
cleanliness, which “holds a welcome mirror up 
to our intimate selves”. Check out her full article 
on Mexicolore.co.uk here: Clean Aztecs

https://www.mexicolore.co.uk/aztecs/home/clean-aztecs-dirty-spaniards


Dear friends & colleagues,
We would like to announce that we have
started a new blog – Ancient Maya Settlement,
at: http://ancientmayasettlement.com
Ancient Maya Settlement is meant to serve
as a forum for short research notes and
data-sharing related to ancient Maya
settlement, from household archaeology
to remote sensing. We really hope that it is 
seen as a venue for researchers to share 
information and ideas at a faster and more 
informal pace than what journal articles allow.
Ancient Maya Settlement is not a “Tulane” 
blog” nor a “MARI blog”. Moreover, it should 
not be considered a “lidar blog” and definitely 

not a “Marcello blog”!  So, if you are keen to 
share ideas about ancient Maya settlement or 
the methods we use to study it, or if you have 
data you would like to share with colleagues, 
we’d like to publish it. 
For the moment, we are happy to provide
three inaugural posts to begin this blog.
Please feel free to leave comments about the 
posts; or, via email, you are welcome to write 
me your thoughts and suggestions. Please 
also feel free to forward this email to anyone 
else you might think would be interested. 
Please enjoy!
Marcello Canuto
mcanuto@tulane.edu

We are proud to be inaugurating our map
portal hosted by the MARI-GISLAB and
ESRI. Please visit us at:

https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/

Our first shared map is a collection of outlines 
of Lidar coverages from 35 different projects 
from 2009 to 2019 compiled by Marcello
Canuto. It shows how fast lidar coverage
has progressed in the Maya Lowlands but 
also how much more there is to be done.

https://arcg.is/1bCfju

Its data layers can be downloaded here:

https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/home/
item.html?id=a325e153eba943fa80ba82cb-
bc611615

A second map application we are sharing is 
the Holmul Tour map. It is a simple (virtual) 
way of getting to know what and where the 
site attractions are, while following the trail 
from our camp to the plazas.

https://arcg.is/1inmWG0

A third map that might be fun and useful is a 
time-series map app of landsat imagery from 
1972, when the first landsat multi-spectral 
sensor went into space to the present. You 
can try it a different scales to get different 
imagery.

https://arcg.is/1z1DP8

Francisco Estrada-Belli
festrad1@tulane.edu

http://ancientmayasettlement.com
mailto:mcanuto%40tulane.edu?subject=
https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/
https://arcg.is/1bCfju
https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=a325e153eba943fa80ba82cbbc611615
https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=a325e153eba943fa80ba82cbbc611615
https://marigislab.maps.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=a325e153eba943fa80ba82cbbc611615
https://arcg.is/1inmWG0
https://arcg.is/1z1DP8
mailto:festrad1%40tulane.edu?subject=


You may also donate to or have your “ad” or promo in The Aztlander.
Ask Jim Reed “how” by using the hyperlink on the intro page or copying and pasting his email address

into the “To:” line of an email: Jim Reed:  mayaman@bellsouth.net

You can always get zoom recording announcements at the hyperlink below:
Ancient Americas Lectures on YouTube:

Mike Ruggeri’s YouTube Ancient Americas Lectures
Penn Museum Playlists  •  ArcheoEd Podcasts  •  Peabody Museum Lectures

Archaeology Cafe  •  Arizona State Museum  •  Old Pueblo Archaeology Center  •  and Much More! 

Join the Archaeological Institute of America
for ArchaeoCon 2022, offered virtually

this year on Saturday, March 5!

ArchaeoCon is a day of archaeological presentations,
hands-on workshops, and exclusive specially
curated on-demand activities and interviews

that showcase archaeology.

Come to ArchaeoCon 2022 to listen to and interact
with archaeology, meet archaeologists, and

learn about the AIA. After a succesful transition
online last year, ArchaeoCon will continue to be

accessible to participants around the globe – join us
from home for an unforgettable online experience

that will take you on a trip around the world!

The Archaeological Insitute of America presents: 
ArchaeoCon 2022

So far for 2022 we have confirmed:

Egyptologist Kara Cooney will return for an exclusive on-demand interview.
Archaeologist Ilaria Patania will lead a hands on workshop to recreate

the ancient bread found at Pompeii.
Dive in to ArchaeoCon 2022 with underwater archaeologist James Delgado.

Learn about studying disability in the ancient world through an interview with Debby Sneed.
Mayanist Heather Hurst will bring the oldest Maya murals to life!

ArchaeoCon is a great opportunity for members of the public to learn about archaeology
and archaeologists in an informal setting. It is also an opportunity for people to learn

about the AIA and its programs as well as local archaeological groups.

Check here soon for our preliminary ArchaeoCon 2022 schedule: ArchaeoCon 2022

For tickets to join in ArchaeoCon 2022, go here: ArchaeoCon 2022 tickets

mailto:mayaman@bellsouth.net
https://mikeruggerisyoutube.tumblr.com/
https://www.archaeological.org/programs/public/archaeocon/
http://connect.secure.wellsfargo.com/auth/logout


Aztlander Photographer Focus:   William Frej
Maya Ruins and the Passage of Time by William Frej

Scattered throughout Mesoamerica are thousands of vestiges
of once mighty but now forgotten Maya kingdoms. Some,
like Chichen Itza in Mexico’s Yucatan and Tikal in Guatemala, 
have been partially restored and opened to the public.
Others lie largely hidden and subject to the natural forces and 
landscapes surrounding them. They may have been visited
by intrepid explorers in previous centuries or studied by
archaeologists in recent decades, but many sites, set among 
once-monumental Maya cities, are still seldom visited.
 A close examination of these structures reveals their
fragility but also their strength. How have they remained
upright so long, and how much longer will they stand? Like a 
time-lapse fi lm, it is possible to envision a series of calamities 
– a tree falling on a fragile roof, a root tightening its grip on a 
wall, a storm loosening a precarious doorway lintel supporting 
thousands of pounds of weight, or, sadly, destruction at the 
hands of man.
 The proud Maya civilization that built these monuments 
has, over time, dispersed from such once grandiose, urban 
environments. Yet, over a thousand years later, like their
great structures, this civilization has adapted and still exists.
Descended from those who diffused into Mexico’s and
Guatemala’s jungles, more than ten million Maya still live 
throughout Mesoamerica, maintaining a formidable culture 
throughout this vast region.
 I first visited Maya ruins in the Yucatan Peninsula
in the early 1970s, fresh out of architecture school. Intrigued
by the writings and photography of the area’s early explorers 
and entranced with the mystery embodied by these ancient
monuments, I was deeply moved by the striking images
of Tikal, Palenque, Uxmal, and Yaxchilan created in the
nineteenth century by Désiré Charnay, Teobert Maler,

William Frej and a sacred ceiba tree.

The Palacio and Temple of the Inscriptions at Palenque, Mexico.

©William Frej

and others. I still have vivid
memories of my fi rst visit to 
Chichen Itza in 1971, wandering 
through this vast Maya site and 
capturing images of its architecture
with my Nikon F2. Climbing
pyramids and entering temples 
only added to my sense of awe 
and respect for the Maya as
architects, scientists, and
iconographers. After living and 
traveling in South and Central 
Asia, Eastern Europe, and
Afghanistan, forty-plus years
and many adventures later, I
have come full circle back to
Mexico with Nikon cameras
again in hand.
 Many of my travels with 
my wife, Anne, to remote areas 
around the world have been
inspired and guided by the
intrepid travelers who came
before us. In the Maya area, 
these pioneering archaeologists,
artists, photographers, and

continued on next page

Photo by Anne Frej.

The full version of this article is availale for download here: William Frej Portfolio

https://acrobat.adobe.com/link/track?uri=urn%3Aaaid%3Ascds%3AUS%3A05b8e7c8-e22f-475f-8888-41b76cd2bf94&fbclid=IwAR1oBorl89ldzOwUBcUrLr6F1B5MoYfops7u832urn2M2RAUbfv0vENJCp8#pageNum=1


explorers included John Lloyd Stephens and 
Frederick Catherwood, Désiré Charnay, Alfred 
Maudslay, Augustus and Alice Le Plongeon, 
and, later, Hugo Brehme and Laura Gilpin. In 
more recent years, H.E.D. Pollock and George 
Andrews undertook extensive architectural 
surveys in the Puuc region of Mexico, and Ian 
Graham documented many Maya structures 
and objects such as stelae and altars, often 
just before they disappeared to looting. When 
we started exploring remote, off-the-grid Maya 
ruins from our base in Merida, Mexico, in 2013, 
we were most inspired by the work of Teobert 
Maler. Following Maler’s footsteps across the 
states of Yucatan, Campeche, Quintana Roo,
and Chiapas in Mexico, and in the Peten
region in northern Guatemala, became our 
passion, as we searched for and photographed 
Maya sites, many still covered in jungle growth.
 Today, finding the sites discovered
and photographed by Maler often requires
progressing patiently down obscure jungle-lined,
potholed, and sometimes flooded roads, used 
only by Maya beekeepers and hunters, and 
then traversing trails passable only after our 
machetes have cut through the tangled vines 
and bushes that have overgrown them.
 On a visit to Dzibiltun, Yucatan, in 2016, 
we rode miles on rugged beekeeper roads in 
the back of a pickup truck, followed by bush-
whacking through high grasses. Even this we 
were only able to do with local help. In early 
2016, our small team met Rogelio, a Maya 
hunter and farmer in the small village of
Komchen, some nine miles from the ruins. 
When we asked if he would guide us to the site,
he said he could, but not at that time of the 
year, as the grasses and jungle foliage were 
too dense. “Wait until August,” he advised,
after the grasses have been burned and 
cleared. We returned several months later
and embarked on a four-mile four-wheel-drive 
journey down a muddy, rutted road. When
the vehicle stopped, we continued on foot
with our machetes, as the grasses surrounding
the buildings were neck high. After several 
miles, we arrived at the beautiful site of

Aztlander Photographer Focus:   William Frej
Maya Ruins and the Passage of Time by William Frej, continued

Baño de la Reina, Sayil Sur, Yucatan, Mexico (2020).

©William Frej

El Castillo, Chichen Itza, Yucatan, Mexico (1971).

©William Frej

Dzibiltun, visited by Maler in 1887. Only three 
structures now remain. Two of these had been 
photographed by Maler and look very much today 
as they did in 1887. After our long journey back
to Komchen, Rogelio and his family shared
with us freshly made wild boar tacos.
 My photographic work over the years has 
focused on chronicling indigenous cultures and 
their environments. I consider myself a documentary
photographer and my recent focus on the Maya
was driven by my quest to chronicle many of the
architectural remains of this vibrant and important
society before they are lost to both the encroaching
jungle and the pressures of the ever-expanding
population throughout the Maya world.

continued on next page



Aztlander Photographer Focus:   William Frej
Maya Ruins and the Passage of Time by William Frej, continued

Inspired by Maler, this search has always led me to ask
myself what really motivated him and the other early
explorers. It was likely the same we all feel in finding
remote, hidden, or forgotten places, untouched for
centuries by civilization. This certainly has motivated my
photography, and the search for the forgotten or unknown
continues to draw me to ancient Maya cities, hoping for
a photographic image that will inspire and stimulate
present and future viewers.
 However, one cannot ignore the questions posed
by both the rise and the dispersion of this important
civilization. What lessons for us can be found in Maya
history? Answering this question is timely, as our
contemporary society contemplates a multitude of
environmental and governance issues, ranging from
global warming and rising seas, food insecurity and
scarcity of water, and indigenous rights within a growing
worldwide population. Maya ruins may have answers. Revealing
this ancient civilization through photography may contribute to
our never-ending search.
 In 2013, nearing the end of a 30-year career in the Foreign
Service, I began retracing Maler’s route and photographing many
of the same sites. The project culminated in a stunning monograph
published by Peyton Wright Gallery Press and distributed by the
University of Oklahoma Press called: Maya Ruins Revisited:
In the Footsteps of Teobert Maler. It is a multiple award winner.
                    The book pairs 
           my work with archival 
           photographs by Maler, 
           and together they amount to 160 duotone and tritone 
           illustrations of varying sizes. Also included is a chronology 
           of the principal periods of Maya culture, a listing of all 
           the sites featured, and two maps. Accompanying the 
           book are illuminating essays by Jeremy A. Sabloff, 
           Santa Fe Institute external professor emeritus and past 
           president, Museum of International Folk Art director and 
           Maya art historian Khristaan Villela, and archaeologists 
           Tomás Gallareta Negrón and Stephan and Alma Merk.
            Thanks Peyton Wright Publishing and University 
           of Oklahoma Press (OUP) for your invaluable support. 
           Publishing a book in the era of Covid-19 has been
           challenging but has proven worth the effort.
            Editor’s note: Secure your own copy of Wiliam’s 
           book from the University of Oklahoma Press (just 
           $60 for the hardcover) here: Maya Ruins Revisited

https://www.oupress.com/9780578639215/maya-ruins-revisited/


The Aztlander  now has its own Facebook page!
Michael Ruggeri continues to amaze me! 

Where does he get all the energy
to keep innovating? Get links to the latest

issue of The Aztlander, get notices of future
Aztlander zoom presentations and much 

more, now on your mobile device,
anywhere, anytime!

 Like us, Follow us, share with your 
friends! Join us on our Meta page now!

  Aztlander on Facebook 

Noteworthy Posts in the News:     South America
Ancient Breastfeeding Habits in Andes Survive in Modern Day Peru
For thousands of years, breastfeeding habits have remained
almost unchanged in the Peruvian Andes, according to an 
unprecedented research project at an archeological site in 
Caral, the oldest civilization in the Americas and the origin 
of Andean culture.
 There, in a cemetery filled with the bodies of children 
believed to be buried around 500 BCE, researchers
discovered that the way these kids were breastfed was
akin to how mothers do it in modern day rural communities 
in the Andes. Tooth analysis of the remains of 48 children 
showed that the majority were breastfed exclusively for
the first six months and were not completely weaned until 
2.6 years of age, which is still the case in the most rural
and traditional Andean populations.
 “We expected a younger age, like in modern times, 
where due to work issues and social pressures, children
are weaned practically at 9 months,” Luis Pezo-Lanfranco, 
the Peruvian bioarchaeologist leading the study.
Pezo-Lanfranco says that it is very likely intermittent
breastfeeding occurred in Caral, the civilization that
developed 130 kilometers (over 80 miles) north of
Lima between the years 3,000 to 1,800 BCE.
 To be sure, researchers need to find a cemetery
from that period. A few burial sites from that time in Caral 
have been recovered but the preservation of bones was
too poor to find stable isotopes of carbon, nitrogen and
oxygen, which reveal breastfeeding patterns.
 Researchers are nevertheless confident that those 
breastfeeding habits found in infants buried in Chupacigarro
ravine cemetery, just a kilometer from the sacred city of 

Caral, were inherited from
the Americas’ first civilization.
 It can be seen in a series of 
clay statuettes representing women 
breastfeeding their infants and others 
who hold their babies in their laps, in 
an allegory of motherhood discovered 
in Vichama, one of Caral’s 12 urban 
centers. According to the study,
it is still not clear whether that long 
breastfeeding period was a nutritional 
supplement or was due to food
shortages. Drought was the main 
problem they faced, and it is very 
possible that this was what caused 
death among the 48 children.
La Prensa Latina has the full story 
here: Breastfeeding at Caral

Detail of breastfeeding from a clay
statuette discovered in Vichama.

https://www.facebook.com/Aztlander-102441125533414
https://www.laprensalatina.com/ancient-breastfeeding-habits-in-andes-survive-in-modern-day-peru/


The Maya World Illustrated 
with artist Steve Radzi
SAYIL: Sayil is a Classic Maya site (600-900 CE), 
that reached its greatest extent in the 9th–10th 
century. It was part of a group of sites that 
stretched along the base of the Puuc Hills and 
shared in the same time frame and architectural 
style that include Kabah, Labna, Uxmal and
Oxkintok, though a few of these have a much
earlier histories. Sayil was rediscovered by those 
intrepid explorers John Lloyd Stephens and
Frederick Catherwood in the 1840s.
 The Grand Palace of Sayil, the most
impressive of the structures found at Sayil. This 
massive three tiered, beautiful structure is over
235 feet in length and contains over ninety rooms. 
A grand stairway leads to the third floor. There
are rooms on every level, though only the second 
floor is ornamented with columns, colonnettes, a 
Chaac mask, and other designs. One of the designs 
shown is that of the “diving god”, which was to 
appear at the site of Tulum hundreds of years later. 
This “diving god” also appears at the site of Coba. 
 Steve Radzi has been illustrating Maya 

Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March
March 1, 6 PM MT 

Archaeology Southwest (ASW) Zoom
“Birds, Feathers, and Ancient Pueblo Pottery”

Since the beginning of Pueblo pottery traditions
in the seventh century CE, potters have looked

to birds as inspiration for vessel shapes and
painted designs. In the 1400s, feathers became
a favorite motif, and birds and feathers are still

important subjects in Pueblo pottery today. In this 
talk, archaeologist Kelley Hays-Gilpin (Northern 

Arizona University and Museum of Northern Arizona) 
will explore images and meanings on a wide

variety of ancestral, historic, and contemporary
pottery, focusing on the Hopi Mesas. Free.

Go to this hyperlink to register for the event:
Birds and Feathers and Pottery

March 4 • Registration Deadline
Archaeology Southwest and the University

of Arizona School of Anthropology
“2022 Preservation Archaeology Field School”

The field school is scheduled for May 24–July 5.
March 4 is the deadline to apply for this six-week 

archaeological field school in southwestern
New Mexico. The program provides students

with an opportunity to learn excavation, survey,
experimental archaeology, and laboratory methods 

in a beautiful, remote, and archaeologically
exciting part of the US Southwest. Stipends
are available to undergraduate participants.

2022 Field School Registration

sites for many years. The original black and white
illustrations were created in 1995 for an exhibition at
the Miami Museum of Science. In recent times, Steve has
colored them, bringing them to life. These illustrations
have not been published before. We shall feature his
work in this and upcoming issues. Enjoy. You may visit 
Steve’s site for more of his work. www.mayavision.com

Photo courtesy
of ASW.

http://www.archaeologysouthwest.org/event/birds-feathers-and-ancient-pueblo-pottery/
https://www.archaeologysouthwest.org/pdf/fieldschool_flyer_2022_web.pdf
http://www.mayavision.com


Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March

March 4, 7 PM ET • 6 PM CT   Pre-Columbian Society of Washington D.C. Zoom 
“Assembling an Architecture of the Ayllu and Interrogating Empire at

      the Site of Tecapa, Peru (600-1000 AD)” by Stephen Berquist, PhD, University of Toronto

March 5, 10 AM – 11:30 AM MT
Arizona Historic Canoa Ranch in Person

“Life on the Northern Frontier
of the Pimería Alta”

A presentation by archaeologist Homer Thiel 
for Pima County Natural Resources, Parks and 

Recreation’s 200th Anniversary of the San Ignacio 
de la Canoa Land Grant Lecture Series, at Historic 

Canoa Ranch, 5375 S. I-19 Frontage Road,
Green Valley, Arizona (accessible from I-19

Canoa Road, Exit 56). $5 per person.

The Presidio San Agustín del Tucson was the 
northernmost fortress in the Pimería Alta (today’s 
Arizona and Sonora). Join historical archaeologist 

Homer Thiel to learn what life was like for the 
soldiers, civilians, and Native Americans who lived 
within or next to this Spanish colonial period fort.

Registration is required, go to:
Life on the Northern Frontier

March 5, 9–11 AM MT 
Old Pueblo Archaeology Center in Person
“Vista del Rio Archaeological Site Tour”

In celebration of Arizona Archaeology and Heritage 
Awareness Month, archaeologist Allen Dart
(Old Pueblo Archaeology Center’s executive

director) leads this tour to Vista del Rio, an ancient 
village of the southern Arizona Hohokam
archaeological culture that was inhabited

between 1000 and 1150 CE.
Reservations are required by 5 p.m. Thursday,

March 3: 520-798-1201 or email here:
Vista del Rio Tour with Allen Dart

Some pottery sherds and a bead 
made of of seashell found at Tucson’s 
Vista del Rio Cultural Resource Park.

Free, guided by archaeologist
Allen Dart at the Vista del

Rio Cultural Resource Park,
7575 E. Desert Arbors St.

(at Dos Hombres Road), Tucson.

Common understandings of the Andean Middle Horizon 
(600-1000 AD) envision an epoch dominated by

expansionist empires centered on the highland cities
of Huari and Tiwanaku. Since the mid-twentieth century, 
archaeologists have interpreted a series of large, grid-

patterned Middle Horizon sites as administrative centers 
of the Huari Empire. The fundamental architectural unit of 

these sites, sometimes called a kancha, appears frequently 
at both the city of Huari itself and at later Inka centers.
This commonality, along with a widespread distribution

Dr. Stephen Berquist recently completed his dissertation at the University of Toronto, where he
continues to teach and conduct research. He has excavated across a wide range of contexts in the 
South American Andes and worldwide, with ongoing archaeological projects in Peru and Cambodia.

His research interests pertain primarily to the intersections of politics, climate, and architecture.
This event is free to Society members. To register for Dr. Berquist’s talk click here:

You will receive a confirmatory reply and a reminder a day prior to the talk. 
           Go to this hyperlink to register for the event: Empire at the Site of Tecapa Peru

of “Huari” ceramic styles throughout the Central Andes, underpins the model of a Huari state analogous 
to the later Inka state (Tawantinsuyu). However, recent excavations reveal that several grid-like sites 

lack any evidence, other than architectural patterns, linking them to Huari. Other investigations
demonstrate that kancha architecture predates the Middle Horizon by several centuries.In this talk

Dr. Berquist argues we should reinterpret these planned sites as political experiments that reorganized 
the existing social relations into what would later become the dominant Andean political tradition:

the ayllu, a model of political organization grounded in kinship relations and reciprocity.

mailto:https://apm.activecommunities.com/nrpr/Activity_Search/life-on-the-northern-frontier-of-the-pimeria-alta-lecture/6229?subject=
mailto:info%40oldpueblo.org?subject=
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_4g9kIx6gSyCaGbqxSRk7OQ


March 8, 6–8 PM ET
Pre-Columbian Society of New York in Person

“A Society of Kings:
Deciphering Classic Maya Politics”

by Simon Martin, 
     University of Pennsylvania Museum

.

The political organization of the Classic Maya has 
been a topic of debate for almost a century, and 
over that time scholarly interpretations have dif-
fered wildly. This talk sets out the evidence for a 
resolution to this debate, one that seeks to move 
past basic questions of political structure to open 
up the richer and deeper ones that lie beyond. 
To register for this lecture visit the Society’s 

website, where a live link will be posted soon.

Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March

Photo: Jorge Pérez de Lara.

Saturday and Sunday, March 5–6
“The 2022 Society for Amazonian and Andean 

Studies (SAAS) Biennial Conference”

SAAS and the Department of Anthropology 
and Sociology at James Madison University (JMU)
invite scholars to “two days of vibrant intellectual 

exchange” in Harrisonburg, VA. This year’s format 
will be hybrid, with presenters choosing to either 
give the presentations and posters in person or 
remotely via Zoom. In-person attendees will be 

charged a small fee for light meals; virtual
attendance will be free following pre-registration. 
Further information is available at JMU’s website 

here: SAAS Biennial Conference

March 7–11, Starts at 6 AM MT
“Tri-national Sonoran Symposium”

Organized by representatives from the Tohono 
O'odham Nation, Mexico and the United States, 

this biennial symposium offers presentations 
and dialogue about the dynamics of natural and 
cultural ecology, environmental challenges, and 
their relationships to past and present peoples 

living in the Sonoran Desert. The symposium was 
established to promote increased understanding, 
conservation and celebration of the natural and 
cultural resources of the Sonoran Desert and to 

foster communication and productive collaboration 
dedicated to this purpose. At the Sonoran Desert 

Inn and Conference Center, 55 S. Orilla Ave.,
Ajo, Arizona. $150 registration fee.

For more information visit: sonoransymposium.com

Illustration courtesy of Tri-national Sonoran Symposium.

March 8, 7–8:30 PM MT
Old Pueblo Archaeology Center Zoom

“The Tribal Archaeologist’s Duties
with a Focus on Ancestral Territories

and Traditional Cultural Places”

.

Dr. Dawley is the Director and Tribal Historic
Preservation Officer (THPO) with the Hualapai

Nation’s Department of Cultural Resources 
(HDCR) in Peach Springs, Arizona. Her

responsibilities include preserving and managing 
the cultural resources of the Hualapai people while 
adhering to standards established by the THPO, 
the Hualapai Cultural Resources Ordinance, and 

the US Secretary of the Interior's Standards. Free.
Registration is required, go to:

Ancestral Territories and Cultural Places

with
Martina Dawley
(Hualapai/Diné)

https://pcsny.org/event/1605/
https://www.jmu.edu/socanth/saas/index.shtml
http://sonoransymposium.com
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_jB-J58BjRdizHHl-Jxv1iQ


March 10, 7:30–9 PM PST
Pacific Coast Archaeological Society Zoom

“Archaeology's Deep Time Perspective
on Environment and Social Sustainability”

The deep time perspective that archaeology and 
related disciplines provide about natural hazards, 
environmental change, and human adaptation not 
only is a valuable supplement to historical records, 

it sometimes contradicts historical data used
by modern societies to make decisions affecting 

social sustainability and human safety. This
presentation looks at archaeological, geological, 

and sustainable-agricultural evidence on
environmental changes and how human cultures 

have adapted to those changes Free.
For a registration request, send an email to:

Archaeologists Deep Time

with
Allen Dart
(Old Pueblo

Archaeological
Society)

Thursday, March 10, 8 PM ET, 7 PM CT
Aztlander Zoom

“At Home with the Aztecs: An Archaeologist 
Uncovers Their Daily Life”
with Dr. Michael E. Smith

Michael’s zoom will be 
suitable not only for those 
interested in the Aztecs 
but in the examination 
of resilient households 

and communities across 
space and time. At Home 
with the Aztecs provides 

a fresh view of Aztec 
society, focusing on 

households and communities instead of 
kings, pyramids, and human sacrifice.

Smith’s research also redefines success, 
prosperity and resilience in ancient

societies.
Access and bookmark this zoom hyperlink:

Michael Smith At Home with the Aztecs

Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March

March 12, 10 AM MT
Arizona State Museum (ASM) in Person
“Benefit Sale of Native American Art”

at the Arizona State Museum (ASM), University
of Arizona, 1013 E. University Blvd., Tucson.

Shop an array of southwestern Native pottery,
jewelry, baskets, carvings, flat art, and more on
the ASM’s front lawn. These items are donated

by individuals and estates throughout the
year specifically to be sold at this event.

The inventory is always different and
prices always phenomenal. No tax.

For more information contact Darlene Lizarraga
at 520-626-8381 or dfl@email.arizona.edu

Photo
courtesy

of Arizona
State

Museum.

March 12, 9–11 AM MT
Tucson Presidio Museum in Person

“Mainly Murals Walking Tour”
This tour features many of the murals found

in the downtown area and discusses the
artists, history of the murals, and many of
the artists’ inspirations behind the pieces.

Approximately two miles walking, including
murals north of Congress Street. $20.

For more information contact April Bourie
at 520-444-3687 or by email here:

aprilb@tucsonpresidio.com

March 12 & 13, 10 AM–4 PM MT
Arizona State Museum (ASM) in Person

“Library Benefit Book Sale”
Sponsored by the Arizona Archaeological and
Historical Society (AAHS) at the Arizona State
Museum (ASM). Features an all new selection
of used anthropology and history books with

emphasis on U.S. Southwest and northern Mexico.
For more information email Katherine Cerino at :

kcerino@gmail.com

mailto:membership%40pcas.org?subject=
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89217088066?pwd=RGNSeFZ6bjlhSFFSSHo2UHlZMmpJQT09
mailto:dfl%40email.arizona.edu?subject=
mailto:aprilb%40tucsonpresidio.com?subject=
mailto:kcerino%40gmail.com?subject=


Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March

The 87th SAA annual meeting will be held this year
in person in Chicago. The preliminary program has
been released and is posted on the SAA website.

Early-bird tickets are available to those who register
before March 1 and range in price from $100 for
international students to $250 for non-members.

Society for American Archaeology (SAA) 87th Annual Meeting
March 30 thru April 3, Chicago, Illinois

Sunday, March 13, 2 PM ET
AIA Westchester (NY) Chapter Virtual Lecture

“Choices and Changes: 13th Century
Revitalization of Cahokia, Native

North America’s First City”
by Melissa Baltus, PhD, University of Toledo

After more than a century of urban occupation, 
the city of Cahokia experienced a series of

rapid material transformations that appear to
be a deliberate attempt to change Cahokian

politics.  I’ll explore these transformations at the 
city in relation to excavations at a related mound 

site that was built and occupied subsequent
to these major changes.

This virtual event is free and open to the public.
To request more information about this event,

contact Peter Feinman at: feinmanp@ihare.org

March 15, 6 PM MT
Arizona State University Virtual Lecture

“New Discoveries at Monte Alban: Buried 
Buildings and Political Transformation 

at the Zapotec Capital”
by Marc N. Levine, PhD, University of Oklahoma

Monte Alban was established in the Valley of 
Oaxaca around 500 BCE and is widely considered 

one of Mesoamerica’s first urban centers. Lying 
at the heart of the capital, the Main Plaza was an 

open area framed by monumental stone platforms,
temples, and palaces. This talk highlights the

results of multi-sensor geophysical prospection
at the Main Plaza and the discovery of at least 

three previously unknown buried buildings.

This virtual lecture is free and open to the public. 
To register for this event, click here:

New Discoveries at Monte Alban

The SAA is an international organization that, since its founding in 1934, has been 
dedicated to research about and interpretation and protection of the archaeological 
heritage of the Americas. With nearly 7,000 members, SAA represents professional 
and avocational archaeologists, archaeology students in colleges and universities, 

and archaeologists working at Tribal agencies, museums, government agencies, and 
the private sector. SAA has members throughout the U.S., as well as in many nations 

around the world. This year, Chicago is the place to be!
Register for the 2022 SAA Meeting and download the preliminary program here:

2022 SAAs Be there
Join your Aztlander buddies! Michael and Jim Reed will both be attending in person !

Please contact Jim at < mayaman@bellsouth.net > or call 404-680-9703 and we’ll get together!

Jaime Awe, an associate 
professor at Northern

Arizona University
Anthropology, is the

recipient of the SAA 2022 
Award for Excellence
in Latin American and

Caribbean Archaeology.

mailto:feinmanp%40ihare.org?subject=
https://arizona.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_SIuOuo_TQAGD7QW6ElwYrg
https://www.saa.org/annual-meeting/registration-info
mailto:mayaman%40bellsouth.net?subject=


March 15, 10–11:30 AM MT
Pima County Natural Resources in Person

“Spanish/Mexican Land Grants in
what is now Southern Arizona”

Presentation by ethnohistorian Tom Sheridan, at Historic Canoa Ranch, 
5375 S. I-19 Frontage Road, Green Valley, Arizona (accessible
from I-19 Canoa Road Exit 56). Join Tom Sheridan, author of

Arizona: A History and Landscapes of Fraud: Mission Tumacacori,
the Baca Float, and the Betrayal of the O'odham,

for an overview of ranching areas in the San Bernardino, Babacomari, 
and San Rafael valleys, and along the Santa Cruz River and Arivaca 

Creek. This program is an indoor lecture. $5. Face masks are
mandatory for everyone, regardless of vaccination status.

Go to this hyperlink to register for the event:
Landscapes of Fraud with Tom Sheridan

Monday, April 25 • 5 PM PT • 6 MST • 7 PM CST • 8 PM EST
Access and bookmark this zoom hyperlink:  Early Mesoamerican Cities

Our April 25 zoom event will feature Dr. Michael W. Love with a program titled:
“Early Mesoamerican Cities: Urbanism and Urbanization in the Preclassic Period”

Not too long ago the term “Formative Period Urbanism” would have struck many
Mesoamerican archaeologists as an oxymoron. Yet, research over the past 20 years has 

demonstrated that the Formative Period was not a mere prelude to the Classic Period 
(300-900 CE), but that it many regions it exceeded the Classic; not only were there true 
cities in the Formative period, but they were as large or larger than those the Classic.

The latter part of the Formative period saw the climax of a 1500 year-long trend of
increasing complexity and cities were widespread throughout Mesoamerica, supported

by systems of intensive agriculture, with elites who shared a pan-Mesoamerican tradition 
of high  culture that included art, writing, religion, and engineering. As one of the limited 
number of cases where urban centers developed independently, Mesoamerica plays a 

major role in the world-wide comparative analysis of first generation cities and urbanism in 
general. Until recently, however, it has been thought that Mesoamerican cities developed 

relatively late in comparison to the rest of the world. World-wide models of early cities
need updated data from the first generation cities of ancient Mesoamerica.

Michael Love is Professor Emeritus of Anthropology at California State University, Northridge. 
His research since 1980 has focused on the Pacific coasts an piedmont of Guatemala.

His field research has focused on household archaeology, with occasional forays into early
monumental architecture. Currently, he is at work on writing up the results of excavations

at La Blanca and El Ujuxte, both early cities on the Pacific Coast.

Looking Towards the Future:  Our April 25 Aztlander Zoom

Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March

https://apm.activecommunities.com/nrpr/Activity_Search/spanish-mexican-land-grants-in-now-southern-arizona-lecture/6230
 https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83784570808


Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March
March 16, 6–8 PM MT

Tumacácori National Historical Park in Person
“Full Moon Evening Hike with a Ranger”

Take about a two-mile hike at night on the Juan 
Bautista de Anza National Historic Trail!
At Tumacácori National Historical Park,

1891 E. Frontage Rd., Tumacácori, Arizona. $10.
Southern Arizona is famous for its clear, starry, 
dark nights, perfectly suited for the observation 

and study of the heavens.

 For more information visit www.nps.gov/tuma
or call 520-377-5060.

Wednesday, March 16, 8 PM ET
Institute of Maya Studies Zoom

“A Pot for All Seasons: 
An Introduction to Maya Pottery Studies”

with Dr. Michael Callaghan, Associate Professor 
at the University of Central Florida.

Pottery is the most abundant artifact at
archaeological sites in the Maya area. In this talk, 
I’ll introduce the fundamentals of Maya pottery 

studies by presenting terminology used in
Maya pottery classification and analysis,

and synthesizing recent research on
production and exchange.

Access and bookmark this active hyperlink:
A Pot for All Seasons with Dr Callaghan

Tumacácori
Mission church 
and full moon,
National Park 

Service,
photo by

Gene Rimmer.

Sunday, March 17, 3:30 PM CT
Chicago Archaeological Society (CAS) Zoom

“Above-Ground Mortuary Architecture 
n the Chachapoya Region, Peru”

by Daniela Raillard Arias, PhD
Candidate, Northwestern University

Between Andes and Amazon, indigenous
communities known as the Chachapoya built fu-

nerary structures above ground in cliff faces,
on mountain slopes, and at cave entrances from 

approximately 900 to 1470s CE. In this talk,
Daniela Raillard Arias discusses the diversity

in architecture and spatial composition of 
Chachapoya mortuary sites in relation to
the broader archaeological landscape. 

This online lecture free is and open to the public; 
pre-registration is not required. To join the

meeting, visit the CAS website and click on the
live link shortly before the start of the event.

March 17, 7–8:30 PM MT
Ols Pueblo Archaeology Center's

“Third Thursday Food for Thought” Zoom
“The Sinagua: Fact or Fiction?”

A presentation by archaeologist Peter J. Pilles, Jr.

The Sinagua archaeological area of Arizona has 
been considered a cultural “frontier,” characterized 

as a blend of other cultures, yet unique enough
to warrant its own cultural designation. However, 

over the years, this uniqueness dissolved as
old interpretations were no longer satisfactorily 
explaining what archaeologists were finding. 

Archaeologist Peter Pilles has studied
the Southwest’s Sinagua archaeological

cuture for decades.
To register go to this active hyperlink:

The Sinagua Fact or Fiction

Honanki
cliffdwelling

and pictographs 
near Sedona, 

Arizona.
Photo by

Allen Dart.

http://www.nps.gov/tuma
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88288164815
https://www.chicagoarchaeologicalsociety.com/calendar/event/14906168
https://us06web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ik2kE-mAROaksDhLE-6iUQ


Looking Towards the Future:  Our April 8 Aztlander Zoom

Friday, April 8 • 5 PM PT • 6 MST • 7 PM CST • 8 PM EST

Our live streaming event will feature Dr. Alice Beck Kehoe with a program titled:

“Cahokia In the Real World”

Access and bookmark this zoom hyperlink:  Cahokia in the Real World

Alice Kehoe visited Teotihuacán in Mexico at the end of a summer in the excavation 
of a site in Durango, Mexico, led by J. Charles Kelley. In 1954, the ancient city had not 

been restored to the glory we see today, Pachuca obsidian green blades lay on the 
avenues along with potsherds, yet its monumental grandeur was overwhelming.

The following summer, Kehoe visited Cahokia, when Preston Holder was excavating 
one of its mounds. Cahokia was overwhelming, in part because of its obvious close 
resemblance to Mexican cities. Up until 1968 when Lewis Binford led a revolution in 

American archaeology turning to statistics instead of cultural comparisons, Cahokia’s 
tie to Mexico was obvious. James B. Griffin had published, in 1966, a list of the

similarities, including filed human incisors resembling the Mesoamerican fashion
of its period, that Griffin declared were definitive proof of the Mexican connection.
Binford favored ecological determinism and a fixed path of human development

originally promoted by 19th-century racist imperialism claiming no American First Nation
had ever achieved Civilization, instead had been stuck in Barbarism or Savagery.
Cahokia was declared not a state but a “chiefdom”, a category created by Marxist

theorists. Cahokia’s similarities to Mexican cities were denied, labeled “unscientific”.

Kehoe would not accept that blunt rejection of historical science. Robert L. Hall
(An Archaeology of the Soul, 1997), a close personal friend of Tom and Alice Kehoe 

and a member of the Mahican First Nation, also insisted on Mexican ties. This
lecture presents strong evidence of Cahokia’s Mexican connection, ties it to an
origin as a native American type of dispersed towns, and interprets it as such a
Late Woodland trading town that linked to Cholula, the most powerful trading

empire of its time. Kehoe restores Cahokia to its place in history.

Kehoe’s memoir, Girl Archaeologist: Sisterhood in a Sexist Profession, is now 
available on the University of Nebraska Press website by clicking here:

Girl Archaeologist   Use Code 6AS21 for a 40% discount.

Dr. Alice Beck Kehoe has conducted archaeological and ethnohistorical research
in the Northern Plains/Canadian Prairie, Tiwanaku, Dolni Vestonice, and traveled

in Asia and Mesoamerica following precolumbian contacts. She is Professor
of Anthropology, emeritus, at Marquette University in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

Please plan to be there with us. You do not want to miss Alice!

Cahokia Today, image by Alice B. Kehoe

 https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82742644972?pwd=b1l4VGVLN1BJT3hqdksxZitPaERUZz09
https://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/nebraska/9781496229366/


Upcoming Zoom and In-Person Events for March
March 19, 8 AM–12 PM MT

Shumla Archaeological Research 
& Education Center in Person

“Guided tour to Eagle Cave, Skiles Shelter, 
Kelley Cave, and the Judge Roy Bean Center”

with archaeologist Vicky Roberts.
Eagle Cave, Skiles Shelter, and Kelley Cave

are large rockshelters located within Eagle Nest 
Canyon, Langtry, Texas. Combined, all three sites 
contain evidence of human occupation spanning 

over 10,000 years into Paleoindian times. The rock 
art is predominantly Pecos River style with that in 
Eagle Cave having recently returned radiocarbon 

dates between 3350 and 3210 years ago.
Following the Eagle Nest Canyon tour will

be a chance to visit the Judge Roy Bean visitor’s 
center to learn more about Langtry’s history

as well as a tour of Shumla’s research facility
and laboratory in Comstock, Texas.

To register go to this active hyperlink:
Rock Shelters in Langtry Texas

March 23, 8 PM ET
Institute of Maya Studies Zoom

“Buried Power, 
Dzibilchaltun Seven Dolls”

A presentation by Georges Fery.

Unlike other Precolumbian sites on the Yucatan 
peninsula such as Chichen Itza, Mayapan,

Uxmal, and others, the lesser-known
Dzibilchaltun still retains unanswered questions 

about Structure1-sub and its “Seven Dolls.” 
In the past, the Temple of the Seven Dolls 

served as an observatory. According to some 
recent views, the Temple of the Seven Dolls was 
built to mark the stars of Orion on the Celestial 
Equator about 200 BCE. The seven figurines 
were found buried within its central chamber.

Access and bookmark this active zoom hyperlink:
Georges Fery Dzibilchaltun Seven Dolls

March 20, 8 AM–12 PM MT
Old Pueblo Archaeology Center in Person

“Spring Equinox Tour to Los Morteros and
Picture Rocks Petroglyphs Archaeological Sites”

with archaeologist Allen Dart.

The 2022 Spring Equinox occurs on Sunday,
March 20. To celebrate, archaeologist Allen Dart 

leads this tour to Los Morteros, an ancient village site 
that includes a Hohokam ballcourt, bedrock mortars, 

and other archaeological features; and to Picture 
Rocks, where ancient petroglyphs include a solstice 
and equinox calendar marker, dancing human-like 
figures, whimsical animals, and other rock symbols 

made mostly Hohokam Indigenouos Culture.
$35 donation.

 Donations are due 10 days after reservation request 
or by 5 p.m. Thursday March 17, whichever is earlier: 

520-798-1201 or email: info@oldpueblo.org

Photo of Equinox 
“Sun Dagger” on 

spiral petroglyph at 
Picture Rocks site, 

Pima County,
Arizona. Photo

by Tom Herrick.

Photo of
the famous 

Temple of the 
Seven Dolls. 

Photo by 
Georges Fery.

March 18, 3–4:30 PM MT
University of Arizona’s Osher Lifelong 

Learning Institute (OLLI) Zoom
“Ancient Southwestern Native American

Pottery” with archaeologist Allen Dart.

In this presentation Mr. Dart shows and discusses 
Native American ceramic styles that characterized 
specific peoples and eras in the U.S. Southwest 

prior to about 1450, and talks about how
archaeologists use pottery for dating

archaeological sites and interpreting ancient
lifeways. He discusses the importance of

context in archaeology, and how different styles 
are useful for identifying different cultures

and for dating archaeological sites. 
To register go to this active hyperlink:
Ancient US Native American Pottery

http://www.shumla.org/shumlatreks/
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89098252665
mailto:info%40oldpueblo.org?subject=
http://olli.arizona.edu/


Noteworthy Posts in the News:     Maya
Infinity of Nations: Art and History in the Collections
of the National Museum of the American Indian

In the words of the organizers: “Maya at the Lago (M@L) 2022, 
Web Edition, is a four-day Everything Maya event featuring

seven lectures, three round-table discussions, and two
hieroglyphic workshops.” It is an inclusive conference that brings 
together members of the public, lifelong learners, pre-collegiate 
students, and academics to listen and interact with established 
and young scholars of all things Maya. This year’s conference 

will feature the research of archaeologists, anthropologists, and 
linguists who are either themselves Maya or who are working 

closely with distinct Maya communities in both the lowland and 
highland regions of Southeastern Mesoamerica. Scholars from

Maya At The Lago (M@L) 4-Day Webinar
Thursday, April 21 thru Sunday, April 24

Mexico, Guatemala, Belize, and the USA will present their research and how they
collaborate with the communities who host their projects.

The theme this year is: Community-Engaged Archaeology and Anthropology
In addition, this year’s conference will celebrate the career and achievements

of Dr. Patricia McAnany (UNC-CH), the Executive Director of the In-Herit Nonprofit, 
which is dedicated to community-enagaged research.

Participants include: Maxime Lamoureux-St-Hilaire, Mat Saunders, Jaime Awe,
artist Walter Paz Joj, Jeremy A. Sabloff, Patricia A. McAnany, Joel W. Palka,

Tomás Gallareta Cervera, Harri Kettunen, Gabrielle Vail, Maia Dedrick, Danny Law, 
Dylan J. Clark, Allen J. Christenson, Khristin Montes, Claire Novotny, C. Mathews 

Samson, Brent K.S. Woodfill, Antonio Beardall, Tiffany C. Fryer, and others.
This virtual webinar is free and open to all. Links to each day’s events have been 

posted on the website and pre-registration is NOT required. Thursday and Friday’s 
programs begin in the evening; Friday and Saturday’s activities begin in the morning. 
Organizers encourage participants to sign in early each day to be assured a “seat”.

 Visit the M@L website for program and daily links:  Maya At The Lago 2022

It is likely that this modeled stucco head from the Maya 
site of Uxmal is part of an architectural decoration and 
that it refers to a member of the ruling family or honors an 
ancestor. It is associated with the building known as the 
Governor’s House, the main architectural theme of which 
is a series of overlapping figure heads carved in stone 
representing the god of rain, Chaak. In impressive temples 
and palaces, jutting sculptures were an important part of 
the architectural design, often representing mythological 
beings or rulers. Inscriptions, in addition to being decorative,
also sent various messages to the observer.
 – Submitted by Edgar Suyuc (Kaqchikel Maya).

Posted by Janet Meiss to 
the Institute of Maya Studies 
Facebook page.

https://www.goafar.org/about-maya-at-the-lago


Short Videos from The Archaeology Channel  
“Caral Supe: The Oldest Civilization 

in the Americas” 
Recent research shows that cities in the New 
World arose nearly a millennium earlier than 
previously believed. Radiocarbon dates from

the ancient city of Caral, Peru, show that
monumental architecture was under construction
as early as 2627 BCE, even before ceramics 
and maize appeared. The site is enormous,

with platform mounds (or “pyramids”), sunken 
circular plazas, and residences. Caral is by far 
the largest pre-2000 BCE recorded site in the 
Andean region and seems to be the model for 
the urban design followed over four millennia.

Click on the below hyperlink for this 12 min. video:
Caral Supe is the Oldest Civilization

“Ancient Mound Builders: 
The Marksville State Historic Site” 
Two thousand years ago, people in central

Louisiana developed a complex culture
represented today by a group of earthworks and 
mounds protected today at the site of Marksville. 

The Marksville culture, a southeastern variant 
of the Hopewell culture centered in Ohio and 
Illinois, embraced elaborate mortuary rituals, 
constructed conical burial mounds and other 
earthworks, and had complex trade networks 

and decorative pottery. This video describes the 
Marksville site and the remarkable prehistoric 

American society that built it.
Click on the below hyperlink for this 15 min. video:

Ancient Mound Builders

“Ancient Fires at Cliff Palace Pond” 
This video documents how two sciences,

archaeology and paleoecology, came together in 
a research project that confirmed archaeologists' 

ideas about the changing land use patterns of 
the First Americans along the western edge of 

the Appalachian Mountains. Archaeologist Cecil 
Ison takes viewers to a spectacular site on the 
Daniel Boone National Forest where soil core 

studies show how American Indians used fire to 
manage the environment for over 3,000 years. 
Click on the below hyperlink for this 11 min. video:

Ancient Fires at Cliff Palace Pond

  The Popol Vuh on YouTube 
“The Popol Vuh – Maya Creation

Stories (animated)” 
with 34,000 views on YouTube

The drawings which animate this film are taken 
directly from Classic Maya pottery. An animated 
film by Patricia Amlin details the stories of the 
twin brothers Hunahpú and Xbalanqué in the 

sacred text of the Maya people. We also
take a visit to Chichen Itza for a brief tour.
Popol Vuh is a corpus of mytho-historical

narratives of the Post Classic K'iche' kingdom
in Guatemala’s western highlands. The title 

translates as “Book of the Community”,
“Book of Counsel”, or more literally as

“Book of the People”. Popol Vuh’s prominent 
features are its creation myth, its diluvian

suggestion, its epic tales of the Hero Twins
Hunahpú and Xbalanqué, and its genealogies, 

as well as Xibalba. This film is truly a work of art.
Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:

The Animated Popol Vuh
 Submitted by Coyote Woman Mitzi Linn.

Important Videos on YouTube You May Have Missed  

A film by Andrew Weeks on Mesoweb.com 
“Edgewalker: A Conversation 

with Linda Schele”

In January 1998, Linda Schele gave a long, 
filmed interview with Simon Martin, in which she 

talked freely and frankly in her own inimitable 
style about her life, work, and philosophy.

Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:
Edgewalker with Linda Schele

 Submitted by Coyote Woman Mitzi Linn.

https://www.archaeologychannel.org/video-guide-summary/221-caral-supe-the-oldest-civilization-in-the-americas
https://www.archaeologychannel.org/video-guide-summary/110-ancient-mound-builders-the-marksville-state-historic-site
https://www.archaeologychannel.org/video-guide-summary/107-ancient-fires-at-cliff-palace-pond
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIAzWOqo1fY
https://www.mesoweb.com/features/Edgewalker/Edgewalker.html


Live Streaming Events on YouTube Channels
Each of these names are hyperlinks to access the channels of your choice.

Click on them, and they will open for you in another browser window.

Ancient Americas
Amerind Foundation
ArchaeoEd Podcast
Archaeology Cafe

Archaeology Southwest 
ArchaeologyTV

Arizona State Museum

We hope that you have enjoyed this issue of The Aztlander!
Feel free to contact us to leave your comments and suggestions for future issues.

The Aztlander is announced to thousands of Ancient Americas enthusiasts. If you would like
to donate to sponsor an ad for your business or organization, remember we provide hyperlinks,

so folks can immediately access your website for products, services, book sales, etc.

Mark Van Stone
Peabody Museum Lectures

Penn Museum
School for Advanced Research

Smithsonian Native American Museum
Teotihuacan: City of Water, City of Fire

The Archaeology Channel

Institute of Maya Studies Zoom Recording  
“An Archaeologist’s Greatest
Treasure: The Stories Behind

the Science” 
with Mat Saunders, Founder And Executive Director, 

American Foreign Academic Research

It was truly a momentous evening as Mat 
shared his new book Tales from the Field, 
(co-written with Pamela Voelkel) and some
of his own “behind the scenes” memories.
You might be delighted to hear from some
famous Mayanists who have chapters in

the book, like Peter Mathews, Jaime Awe,
David Freidel, and Barbara MacLeod. 

You can’t let yourself miss this! Click on the 
hyperlink below to access the recording:

Tales from the Field

  The Aztlander on YouTube 
“Where the Earth Meets the Sky: 
Defining Sacred Geography at an 

Early Woodland Earthwork Complex” 
with Phil Wanyerka, of Cleveland State University 
and President of the Cleveland Archaeological Society.

Geophysical and archaeological investigations 
have been conducted for the past five years at 

the Fort Hill Earthwork Complex one of only two 
known prehistoric earthwork complexes, located 

in Rocky River Valley of Northeast Ohio. Our
investigations suggest that the earthwork was 

built during the Early Woodland Period by
the Adena Culture (1,000 –100 BCE).

Click on this hyperlink to access the recording:
Where the Earth Meets the Sky

Recent Live Streaming Events You May Have Missed  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCEqNbbsx0i7fhwRt0saYIcQ/featured
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBUJSFILB1RR9fN5pNI1FHg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCixq2XFpbRsEGkwyAYzZ4rw
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ARCHAEOLOGY+CAFE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCsRG3vav9m6rbnLM7VYtdaQ/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfsz4WrLKGXVKlRR05NZNpg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFhXFZPlDEZkBlLvQlaq88Q/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/markvanstone2012
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLj5h_wBtShfHCtQDo2x88s3NHwlg4e4wq
https://www.youtube.com/c/PennMuseumPhiladelphia/playlists
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL_2KLtXtaCmHg1toAg_QQ7Y8TEH945Ou5
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=smithsonianMNAI
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLtjUJc69OQ8ZT5xfAxkv_3wGj8vdbXn2D
https://www.archaeologychannel.org/
http://www.instituteofmayastudies.org/mat-saunders-feb-16-2022/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=apy-Ot32O5A&t=3s

